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Packard Bell Maestro 240 LED HD in white dress 
 

The new stunning white version combines voguish colour with ultra-slim design 

 

 

 

 Cool, white ultra-slim design at just 16.5 mm 

 2 ms response time  

 Full HD experience  

 Environmentally friendly 

 

 

The Packard Bell Maestro White 240 LED HD series has been enriched with a new stunning white 

version. A must-have in every modish setting.  

 

Masterpiece of elegance, the new Packard Bell Maestro White 240 LED HD in white has a cool, 

ultra-slim design (just 16.5 mm). Its attractive L-shape stand, plus its overall pure chic exterior evoke a 

classy look and feel.  

  

The 24-inch Packard Bell Maestro White 240 LED HD features a 16:9 widescreen display and is 

ideal to use as a PC monitor, but is also capable of displaying HD video content from HD devices such 

as Blu-ray™ disc players, HD camcorders and TV-sets thanks to the DVI port. 

 

Full HD 1920 x 1080 resolution presents vibrant, highly detailed visuals for extremely enjoyable 

movies, videos and games. With up to 12,000,000:1 dynamic contrast, smooth flicker-free images, 

rapid 2 ms gray-to-gray response time, VGA and DVI with HDCP connectivities, the Packard Bell 

Maestro White 240 LED HD series is perfect for multimedia enjoyment.  

 

Designed for the finest effect in every task, the Packard Bell Maestro White 240 LED HD is ideal for 

a high number of applications while giving a special touch to every situation. 

 

Eco-friendly, the mercury-free LED panel uses up to 68% less power than other similar LCDs, 

ensuring reduced pollution and lower bills. It meets the stringent Energy Star 5.0 saving standards. A 

wide viewing angle maintains color consistency and image clarity, letting you share content with others 

without having to crowd in front of the screen. 

 



 

The ultra-slim white Packard Bell Maestro White 240 LED HD will be available in March 2011 in 

European outlets. 

Availability and prices vary according to country. 
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About Packard Bell 

Packard Bell pioneered the use of the PC in the home, taking an office tool and turning it into a friendly, 
indispensable feature of today's modern home. Stylish products with cool features, accessible to everyone, are 
the hallmarks of the brand - a unique combination that no other brand in the European market offers today. In 
2008, Taiwan-based Acer Inc. acquired Packard Bell. In 2009, the Acer Group fully benefited from its multi-brand 
strategy, establishing itself as the second-largest PC company in the world and as the number two worldwide 
notebook vendor. Within the Acer Group, Packard Bell strives to design environmentally friendly products and 
establish a green supply chain through collaboration with suppliers. 

For more information, please visit www.packardbell.com  
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